Escape Hardware

Panic Latches

Panic Latch

1910908NV

Technical Attributes

Supplied with Pullman latch
Supplied with a 900mm long horizontal bar as standard giving an overall unit width of 1020mm. Additional item ref BARH1400 (1400mm long horizontal bar) to be specified where door construction dictates fixing centres of between 1000mm and 1500mm
Optional outside access control devices
- MMPP2T5PL
- MMPP4T5PL
- MMPS2SCPL

Single Door Panic Latch

EXIMO RANGE
J-PL803N-SIL-M for fixing to metal doors
J-PL803N-SIL-W for fixing to timber doors

Technical Attributes

Max. door width 1300mm
Max. door height 2440mm
Optional outside access devices:
- J-OADK805N-SIL
- J-OADL805N-SIL

Panic Latch Push Bar

J-881-SIL 900mm
J-881-W-SIL 1200mm

Technical Attributes

Supplied with Pullman latch
Max. door width
- J-881-SIL 900mm
- J-881-W-SIL 1200mm
Max. door height 2350mm
Optional outside access devices
- MMPP2T5PL
- MMPP4T5PL
- MMPS2SCPL
- J-885-SIL
Panic Latches

**Technical Attributes**
- Single-point locking
- Supplied with Pullman latch
- Max. door width
  - J-881TD-SIL 900mm
  - J-881TD-W-SIL 1200mm
- Dogging device supplied as standard
  - MMPP2T5PL
  - MMPP4T5PL
  - MMPS2SCPL
  - J-885-SIL

One Point Push Pad Green

**Technical Attributes**
- Supplied with Pullman latch
- Suitable for single action doors, hinged left and right
- Suitable for timber and metal doors
- For single leaf doors
- We recommend that the relevant Building Authorities in your area should be consulted concerning conditions under which they will accept the use of this product.
**Emergency Push Pads**

**Single Door Emergency Push Pad Latch**
*EXIMO RANGE*
- J-EPL804N-SIL-M for fixing to metal doors
- J-EPL804N-SIL-W for fixing to timber doors

**Technical Attributes**
- Max. door width 1300mm
- Max. door height 2500mm
- Optional outside access devices
  - J-OADK805N-SIL
  - J-OADL805N-SIL

**Emergency Push Pad Bolt**
*EXIMO RANGE*
- J-PB808N-SIL-M for fixing to metal doors
- J-PB808N-SIL-W for fixing to timber doors

**Technical Attributes**
- Max. door width 1300mm
- Max. door height 2500mm
- Optional vertical extension rod for door 3500mm high
- SPARESKIT1-1800
- Optional outside access devices
  - J-OADK805N-SIL
  - J-OADL805N-SIL
**Single Panic Bolt**

1930908NV

**Technical Attributes**

For single leaf doors and double leaf doors with flush meeting stiles (for latter application specify 2 of)

Supplied with a 900mm long horizontal bar as standard giving an overall unit width of 1020mm. Additional ref BAR1400 (1400mm long horizontal bar) to be specified where the door construction dictates fixing centres of between 1000mm and 1500mm

Optional vertical extension rod for door 3050mm high BARV3050HN

Doors higher than 2500mm fall outside the scope of CEN1125

---

**Single Door Panic Bolt**

*J-PB801N-SIL-M* for fixing to metal doors  
*J-PB801N-SIL-W* for fixing to timber doors

**Technical Attributes**

Max. door width 1300mm  
Max. door height 2440mm  
Optional outside access devices  
*J-OADK805N-SIL*  
*J-OADL805N-SIL*
Single Panic Bolts

**Single Panic Bolt Push Bar**

*J-882-SIL 900mm*

*J-882-SIL 1200mm*

**Technical Attributes**

- Supplied with Pullman latch
- Optional vertical extension rod for door 3500mm high BARFCMN35N
- Doors higher than 2500mm fall outside the scope of CEN1125
- Max. door width
  - *J-882-SIL 900mm*
  - *J-882-W-SIL 1200mm*
- Max door height 2350mm

---

**Single Panic Bolt Touch Bar**

*J-882TD-SIL 900mm*

*J-882-TD-W-SIL 1200mm*

**Technical Attributes**

- 2 or 3 point locking option
- Dogging device fitted as standard
- Optional vertical extension rod for door 3500mm high BARFCMN35N
- Doors higher than 2500mm fall outside the scope of CEN1125
- Max. door height 2350mm
- Optional outside access devices:
  - *MMPP2T5PL*
  - *MMPP4T5PL*
  - *MMPS2SCPL*
  - *J-885-SIL*
Double Panic Bolt
1940908NV

Technical Attributes
For double leaf doors with rebated meeting stiles
Supplied with Pullman latches
Supplied with a 900mm long horizontal bar as standard giving an overall unit width of 1020mm. Additional item ref BARH1400 (1400mm long horizontal bar) to be specified where the door construction dictates fixing centres of between 1000mm and 1500mm (available in NV finish only)
Optional vertical extension rod for doors higher than 3050mm
Doors higher than 2500,, fall outside the scope of CEN1125
Optional outside access devices:
- MMPP2T5PL
- MMPP4T5PL
- MMPS2SCPL

Double Rebated Door Panic Set
EXIMO RANGE
J-PD802N-SIL-M for fixing to metal doors
J-PD802N-SIL-W for fixing to timber doors

Technical Attributes
Max. door leaf width 1300mm
Max door height 2440mm
Optional outside access devices
J-OADK805N-SIL
J-OADL805N-SIL
Escape Hardware

Single Panic Bolts

Double Panic Bolt Push Bar
J-883-SIL 900mm
J-883-W-SIL 1200mm

Technical Attributes
Supplied with Pullman latch
For use on double rebated doors
3 point locking comprising:
- Single point central steel deadlatch (first opening leaf)
- 2 point upper & lower Pullman latches (second opening leaf)
Dogging device supplied as standard
Max. door leaf width
- J-883-SIL 900mm
- J-883-W-SIL 1200mm
Max door height 2350mm
Optional vertical extension rod for door 3500mm
BARFCMN35N
-Doors higher than 2500mm fall outside the scope of CEN1225
Optional outside access devices:
- MMPP2T5PL
- MMPP4T5PL
- MMPS2SCPL
- J-885-SIL

Double Panic Bolt Touch Bar
J-883TD-SIL 900mm
J-883TD-W-SIL 1200mm

Technical Attributes
For use on double rebated doors
3 point locking comprising:
- Single point central steel deadlatch (first opening leaf)
- 2 point upper & lower Pullman latches (second opening leaf)
Dogging device supplied as standard
Max. door leaf width
- J-883TD-SIL 900mm
- J-883TD-W-SIL 1200mm
Max door height 2350mm
Optional vertical extension rod for door 3500mm
BARFCMN35N
-Doors higher than 2500mm fall outside the scope of CEN1225
Optional outside access devices:
- MMPP2T5PL
- MMPP4T5PL
- MMPS2SCPL
- J-885-SIL

CEN EN 1225

Escape Hardware
Outside Access Device
**EXIMO RANGE**
**J-OADL805N-SIL**

**Technical Attributes**
Lever handle, when unlocked with key, retracts panic bolt/latch
Supplied without cylinder

Outside Access Device
**EXIMO RANGE**
**J-OADK805N-SIL**

**Technical Attributes**
Knob, when unlocked with key, retracts panic bolt/latch
Supplied without cylinder

Outside Access Device
**MMODMBSCGR**

**Technical Attributes**
Lever handle, when unlocked with key, retracts panic bolt/latch
**Outside Access Device**

*J-885-SIL*

**Technical Attributes**
Lever Handle, when unlocked with key, retracts panic bolt / latch
Supplied without cylinder

---

**Outside Access Device**

*MMODPBT5GR*

**Technical Attributes**
MMODPBT5GR, when unlocked with key, retracts panic bolt / latch